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The online video channel “Zheng Jing Fang (LSE
Interview)” is a series of short videos which focuses
on interesting people and things happening in London.
It challenges division members’ creative capacity and
technical skills.
The Insights Column aims to explain and analyse the
contemporary opportunities and challenges China faces
in its development by interviewing professionals and
experts from various backgrounds. One of our articles
gained more than 50,000 views.
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A BOUT US

China Development Forum

OUR PURPOSE

The LSE SU China Development Forum is an
annual forum co-organised by the LSE SU China
Development Society and the LSE Institute of
Global Affairs. Since its founding in 2009, the forum
has grown phenomenally to become the largest
China-themed forum in Europe, gathering over
400 audience across all fields of profession each
year. Over the past decade, we have successfully
hosted countless outstanding speakers from
all

disciplines

and

aspiring

future

leaders.

This year’s forum, themed “China’s Perspectives
Redefined”, was held successfully on LSE campus
on 3rd Feb 2018 and marked the 10th anniversary
of the event. More than 20 world-renowned
speakers shared and debated their thoughts on the
hottest topics on China today, including the Belt
and Road Initiative, capital market reform in China,
Chinese environmental policies, China and global
security and China’s role in global innovation.
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WORLD CLASS SPEAKERS
COVERED BY 8 LEADING
MEDIA COMPANIES

Founded in 2002, the LSE SU China Development
Society (CDS) strives to promote a global
understanding of China. Our core mission is to
inculcate an all-rounded understanding of China
amongst our members as well as the wider public.
We are the pioneer organisation on campus to
focus on issues surrounding China’s development
and rapidly changing landscape.
With a long-standing vision to ‘Bridge Perspectives
and Opportunities’, our society has laid a great

FL AGSHIP E VE NTS

emphasis on organising intellectually
stimulating events. Every year, we organise
the LSE SU China Development

BRI D G I N G MI ND S SYMPOSI UM (BMS)

Forum, Bridging Minds Symposium),

The keynote of each symposium is addressed by

informative corporate

international renowned leaders and experts. Past

presentations and

topics include: the Belt and Road Initiative, Chinese

networking sessions

media and feminism.

for our members
and the wider
public.
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This all-day conference

SPRI NG & SUMMER I N T E RN SHIP PAN E L S

Our invited panellists have interned in many

provides a platform for detailed

prestigious and well-known banks. The session

discussions about North Korea,

gives students the opportunity to learn more about

from the NK society to the prospects
for, and challenges of, Korean unification.

the application process, ranging from interview
tips to online resource recommendations.

